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The Well-Stocked Bookshelf: Must Reads!
BYED SPICER

I

don't normally keep score, but my last column featured Almost Astronauts: 13 Women Who Dared to Dream
by Tanya Lee Stone, Written in Bone: Buried Lives of Jamestown and Colonial Maryland by Sally M. Walker,
Charles and Emma: Darwin's Leap of Faith by Deborah Heiligman, and Claudette Colvin: Twice Toward
Justice by Phillip Hoose. These are four of the five finalists for the new nonfiction prize sponsored by the Young
Adult Library Services Association (YALSA), a division of the American Library Association. The only reason
it doesn't include the fifth title, Candace Fleming's The Great and Only Barnum: The Tremendous, Stupendous
Life of Showman PT Barnum, is because I had not read it yet. While I could go on about other great nonfiction
published this year, I will refer you to Lean van Belle's article in this issue, which features more noteworthy
nonfiction, including Fleming's marvelous biography of Barnum. My reviews will focus on some of the many
excellent fiction titles from 2009 that should be purchased by school libraries and placed in the hands of readers
of all ages. Look for two new 2010 books that are sure to receive multiple starred reviews and an award or two
from Pam Munoz Ryan and Kathryn Erskine. Fasten your seatbelts.

Possible Newbery Winners (not including several very real nonfiction titles)
Stead, Rebecca. (2009). When You Reach Me. New
York: Random House/Wendy Lamb Books. 200
pp. ISBN 978-0-385-73742-5 (Hard Cover);
$15.99.
Ever sit in a movie theater when a film is just beginning and notice that the screen display depicts two
separate layers of the same image? You look back
toward the projection booth, shouting, "Focus!" Then
you have that magic moment when the two layers
snap together and everything is absolutely crystal
clear. Rebecca Stead's book is that moment of clarity.
What a terrific mystery, though it is not clearly a
mystery. What a terrific time travel science fiction
romp, though it is not really a time travel science
fiction book. What a great coming of age story, though
it isn't really a coming of age story. When You Reach
Me deals with a single-parent family, but it is not
that gritty issue book. What this book is, is a book

that middle schools, elementary schools, and even
high schools should purchase because of its excellent,
genre-defying writing and magnificent storytelling
that defies easy classification. Look for this one to
show up on the Newbery list in January.
Miranda is receiving strange notes. Sometimes the
notes are found in her home. The fact that their spare
door key is missing may have something to do with
this. These notes hint at the death of a friend, but the
unknown note-writer does not name names. Meanwhile, a rather strange student punches Miranda's
friend Sal in the face without provocation. Miranda's
mother is in love with Richard, but she doesn't trust
herself enough to give Richard a key to the apartment, perhaps because she works with pregnant
girls in jail and trust comes slowly. There is the
crazy laughing man kicking at imaginary enemies.
No wonder Miranda's mother is so concerned about
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her safety. Throw in a racist storeowner, the $20,000
Dollar Pyramid, basketball, Madeline L'Engle, a bit
of epilepsy, and, dear reader, you are equipped to ride
When You Reach Me directly into the sun and onto the
Newbery table. While I am typing this in December
2009, I have received a note, perhaps written on
January 18, 2010!

Lin, Grace. (2009). Where the Mountain Meets the
Moon. New York: Little, Brown. 282 pp. ISBN
978-0-316-11427-1 (Hardcover); $16.99
Grace Lin states in her author's note that she used, at
times, poorly translated Chinese folktales and mythologies as the inspiration for this book, which makes
me wonder what she would have written with better
source material. Fortunately generations of readers to
come will have her fully fleshed out, layered, gorgeously written classic-to-be to read and read again.
Minli lives in the valley of the Fruitless Mountain
with her father, who tells her stories, and her mother,
who tries to instill practical, realistic advice in Minli.
Wishing to help the parents she loves, Minli travels
to find the Old Man of the Moon to ask him how to
change the lot of her family. Along the way readers
meet the Goldfish man with his amazing fish, the jade
dragon, some very selfish monkeys, and more. The
book reads like poetry, and it is in the poetic details
that we see the strengths of this novel. On page 32,
for just one example, we read Minli's list of things
she is putting on the blanket to take with her. This
list is like a shape poem of the magic goldfish. The
stories within the story are not the bland, thin stories
that Lin tells of in her author's note, they are stories
that inspire dreams and add dimension to Minli's
journey. This journey comes full circle when future
children travel to hear Minli's story at the home of her
prospering parents. Another strength is in the growth
of the parents, especially Minli's mother, who learns
to value stories, especially when times are difficult
as they are when Ma uses her chopsticks to feed the
fish in the bowl (p. 117). The full color illustrations,
also by Grace Lin(!), add that classic element to this
beautiful, graceful book that should show up on the
Newbery list this January.
O'Connor, Barbara. (2009). The Small Adventure of
Popeye and Elvis. New York: Farrar, Straus,
& Giroux/Frances Foster Books. 150 pp. ISBN
978-0-374-37055-8 (Hardcover); $16.99.
When one is a young boy in a small South Carolina
town, one does not expect big adventures to come his
way. If Popeye and Elvis are lucky, they will have a
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small adventure. They even spend hours trying to
drum up a small adventure in this small southern
community, filled with mud, gravel, dirt roads, and
woods. Popeye received his name when his uncle
Dooley shot him in the eye with a BB gun. He spends
his time attempting to keep his grandmother Velma
from cracking up, lest he be placed under the control
of less adept relatives, such as uncle Dooley. When
Elvis Jewell's Holiday Rambler gets stuck in the
mud, Popeye and Elvis seek adventure. Popeye is
enchanted with Elvis who has an arsenal of''bugbrain booger breath" insults that Popeye, who is
working on building his vocabulary, would love to
own. Using vocabulary words as a part of the story is
not unique, but O'Connor uses this device well and it
is not done just to please adult readers-it matches
Popeye's personality and his family (with a grandmother who runs around worried about dementia
and reciting the names of the royal family and doing
crosswords to keep from cracking up). The vocabulary
words also serve as a measure of the loneliness and
restlessness of Popeye. It is clear to the reader that
Popeye will not always stay in Fayette even though
this is never mentioned in the text (although he may
return to Fayette after getting out into the world
for an even bigger adventure). This book shows that
step of learning how to reminisce and how that will
eventually lead Popeye into seeking newer and bigger
adventures. The language of the book feels correctly
Southern, which adds to its authenticity and its
appeal. During an expedition along the creek, the boys
discover a small adventure floating their way in the
form ofYoo-hoo boats. When they finally meet wingwearing Princess Starletta Rainey, they may not even
realize that their small adventure has graduated. The
voice in this book, the setting, the pacing is crisp and
vivid. I would not be at all sorry or surprised to see
this one receive awards this January. While this book
is intended for middle school and younger, the writing
is sophisticated enough for older students too.

Peck, Richard. (2009). A Season of Gifts. New York:
Random House/Dial. 156 pp. ISBN 978-08037-3082-3 (Hardcover); $16.99.
Good news, readers, Grandma Dowdel is back! This
time she is rescuing Bob, our protagonist, who has
moved next door, from her privy (and from bullies). Despite not being a churchgoer, she builds
a congregation for Bob's preacher father. Despite
not being neighborly, she models the true essence
of the best neighbor. Despite not seeming to care
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about anyone other than herself, she demonstrates
over and over again compassion in the truest spirit
of the Christmas season. These, however, are not the
reasons to read this book. The humor is still fresh
and I think this is because we have a different nonfamily, narrative perspective. The characters of Bob
and Elvis-loving-Phyllis are authentic. Peck, as he
often does, has many levels in which readers of all
ages may appreciate the book. Grandparents will see
the details of the historical period and understand
the play on words. Younger readers will appreciate
the fierce independence and fearlessness of Grandma
Dowdel. Most importantly, perhaps, the underlying
sweetness and heartfelt goodness of Grandma Dowdel
(who does not go to Church, but knows the Bible and
perhaps understands the Church better than the
pastor) is not force-fed to readers, which explains why
Bob's youngest sister, Ruth Ann, idolizes this witchy
woman. The message is very clearly there, but it is
wrapped carefully as if it were the last present to be
opened on Christmas Day.

Impossible Newbery Winner
Hardinge, Frances. (2009). The Lost Conspiracy. New
York: HarperCollins/Harper. 568 pp. ISBN
978-0-06-088041-5 (Hardcover); $16.99.
While this book is not eligible for the Newbery medal
because the author is not a U.S. citizen or resident, it
should be eligible! Originally published by Macmillan
Children's Books in England (as Gullstruck Island) in
2009, it comes to us in the United States in the same
year, which indicates to me that Harper believes this
book is too good for Americans to wait for the typical
year or more for U.S. editions to be published. They
are correct and it is too bad that the Newbery requirements cannot find a way to include books like this one.
While this book is not eligible to win the Newbery, it
is eligible for the Printz award. While accessible to
younger readers, The Lost Conspiracy is equally for
older readers and will certainly be in that core group of
books from which the Printz committee selects its winners. When Arilou is to be tested to determine whether
or not she is one of the Lost, Hathin must discover
a way to protect their island's secret, lest they all be
destroyed. The Lost are a select group of people who
have the ability to travel outside of their bodies, which
they do to discover information vital to the security of
the community. Gullstruck Island, on which these two
sisters live, is home to the Lace, a people characterized
by their sharp teeth and perpetual smiles. The inspector who will test Arilou to see whether she is able to
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travel outside her body is murdered, along with all of
the other Lost except Arilou, who becomes the chief
suspect. She also becomes a target for those who would
abuse her skills for their own selfish purposes. The
sisters are on a mission to protect their secret: Arilou
does not seem to have the traditional skills of the Lost.
Gullstruck Island is both protected by Arilou's Lost
status and a target for possibly possessing those very
same skills. This novel is filled with layer upon layer
of well-written fantasy. It has direct applications to
historical and current social-political issues, including
an excellent examination of colonialism that asks
questions that would be equally appropriate to ask of
our own government as we seek to find solutions in
Iraq and Afghanistan. The story, however, remains
supreme and readers simply looking for adventure will
turn page after burning page.

Printz Possibilities (Don't forget
Marcello in the Real World and Tales
From Outer Suburbia-reviewed last
issue-and the great nonfiction titles
listed above)
Bray, Libba. (2009). Going Bovine. New York: Random House/Delacorte Press. 481 pp. ISBN
978-0-385-73397-7 (Hardcover); $17.99
Adopting the picaresque style of Don Quixote, which
generally refers to satirical writing featuring a
renegade hero who tackles the evils of society in an
episodic, quest-filled, adventure, Bray has modernized
Cervantes classic novel without abandoning the caring
soul at the center of it. Snow globes replace the giant's
metal figurines and cruel reality television pranks fill
in for the pranks of the Duke and the Duchess. Gonzo,
the dwarf serves as Sancho Panza. Our hero, Cameron
Smith, is attempting to stay alive after discovering
that he suffers from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease or
mad cow disease, rather than going on a chivalric
quest. Both Cameron and Don Quixote, however,
battle against hypocrisy and religiously wage war
against artificial class distinctions of the time. While
a knowledge of Don Quixote certainly makes reading
Going Bovine far more entertaining (to say nothing
of Norse mythology), readers who have never heard
of Cervantes will howl with laughter, just as readers
did with Don Quixote centuries ago. This one wins
my prize as the funniest, cleverest, and wittiest book
of the year. However, all fun aside, there is a very
serious, beautiful side to Going Bovine that should not
be laughed away.
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Maybe we're all part of the same unconscious stew, dreaming the same dreams,
hoping the same hopes, needing the same
connection, trying to find it, missing, trying
again-each of us playing our parts in the
others' plotlines, just one big ball of human
yarn tangled up together. Maybe this is it.
(p. 435).
Cameron believes he is going to die, but by novel's
end he understands that he has been slowly dying
anyway and that no life is worth an E Ticket unless
we actively live that life. Humor often receives
second-class treatment in the award-world of books. I
am hoping that the Printz committee recognizes and
enjoys the humor without overlooking the very serious
and important look at how teens should navigate a
world filled with so much deception.

Magoon, Kekla. (2009). The Rock and the River. New
York: Simon and Schuster/Aladdin. 295 pp.
ISBN 978-1-4169-7582-3 (Hardcover); $15.99
Magoon's book, featuring the rise of the Black
Panther Party in Chicago during the sixties, is an
excellent fictional depiction that captures the fierce
debate within the black community about how to
end the systematic degradation and humiliation of
black people in America. What I like about this book
is that it gives readers, even old white readers like
me, an insight into the human cost of protesting.
Whether one supports Martin Luther King or the
Black Panther Party, one still pays a very real price.
Despite what my childhood neighbors would have us
believe, the Black Panther Party establishes health
clinics, works to educate black people, ensures that
white police officers do not harass black citizens
unfairly, and more. This book is excellent because
it does not present superheroes; the characters are
motivated to make the world better. They fiercely
disagree because they care deeply about improving
their everyday life. They are human. They learn
and they change, just like we all do. Magoon has
created exceptional characters. Roland Childs is so
believable that readers will be googling his name to
discover his exact connection with Martin Luther
King. Sam and his brother, Stick (Stephen) are very
different and very real brothers. Their reactions to
their rigid father's speeches are honest and provide
readers with some sense of what it must have been
like for Martin Luther King's children and King's
inner circle of friends. Maxie, the girl Sam likes,
introduces both the romantic, coming of age story
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elements and serves as a foil to Sam to highlight
significant and serious issues and differences within
the black community, especially those that relate to
socio-economic class status (which is essential in a
book about the Black Panther Party). While I love
this book because I cannot think of any other books
for teens that feature the story-rich Black Panther
Party, I also love this book at the sentence level. The
language in this book includes sentences that soar.
The details of the story serve as excellent history
lessons. We have adventure. We have romance. We
have very typical teen reactions. We have tragedy.
We have hope. We have truth. We have, finally, a
story that has been missing from the young adult
literature canon for far too long. Buy this book! Read
it. Share it with others. You will not be sorry.

Levithan, David. (2009). Love is the Higher Law.
New York: Random House/Knopf 169 pp.
ISBN 978-0-375-83468-4 Hard Cover); $15.99
In a very personal (and powerful) book David Levithan shows three very different ways in which the
9/11 attacks changed lives. While, of course, those
from New York will have a connection with this book
in ways that I will never know, I am reviewing this
book because below the surface is an affirmation of
what is best about humans-our capacity to create
and conceive of a world filled with the sort of love
that recognizes and accepts our very different ways of
seeing the world. Thinking back to my own teen years
and calling to mind what I see with the high school
students in our book group, I especially appreciate
the way Levithan uses music to convey the characters
struggles to make sense of something as nonsensical
as the 9/11 tragedy.
We are jumping and dancing and cheering
so much we can't see the empty seats. We
can't hear the silences. We've become a
part of the music. Not only the music that's
being played. But the music of living. I need
that. (p. 89).
That was Peter. Peter is gay and before 9/11 he was
anticipating his date with Jasper. Jasper feels rage and
guilt that are linked to the fact that he slept through
the collapse of the twin towers and had to be told what
was happening by his parents who are in Korea. When
Jasper tries to donate blood, he discovers the double
standard and hypocrisy written into the law. How does
one even hope to understand what is going on when
one sleeps through the worst tragedy in American history and cannot even help out with a blood donation?
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Claire, our third protagonist, longs to do something,
but all of her efforts seem to be pointless. Nevertheless,
Claire finds meaning and solace in the attempt: "This, I
think is how people survive: Even when horrible things
have been done to us, we can still find gratitude in
one another." (p. 76). This novel spans a full year and
details how our three very different characters cope
with the destruction and hold onto to love in the aftermath. The dialogue sparkles and feels very immediate.
While younger readers may not have the background
to connect with this novel, it is exactly this fact that
makes Love is the Higher Law so worth purchasing for
libraries and promoting with students.

Korman, Gordon. (2009). Pop. New York:
HarperCollins/HarperTeen. 32 pp. ISBN 9780-06-174228-6 (Hardcover); $16.99.
Jordan thinks he knows football until he meets
Charlie Popovich, the king of the Pop. Marcus may
even supplant Charlie's son as the starting QB if he
is willing to risk losing his mind. What I appreciate about this much-needed football sports story is
Marcus's very clear love of the game, which continues
throughout the story, despite the clear danger message regarding the violence in the game. Korman has
all of the elements for a stereotypical story. He has
the superstar. He has the winning streak. He introduces the new, young stud. He has the cute cheerleader who is, of course, the girlfriend of the starting
quarterback. He has the wise old mentor who is going
to impart the wisdom necessary for the young stud to
prove himself on the field. With all of these elements,
however, Korman provides the reader with a fresh
approach: The most knowledgeable football mind is
the cheerleader. The cheerleader is also in charge of
her own life, while she does talk (with undisguised
pleasure) about her own sexuality, there is no direct,
on-the-page sex, which makes this book appropriate
for the full range of 14- year-old students (and to
some extent, younger students). This is also a smaller
portion of the more important football cautionary tale
that has me reviewing this title. The wise old mentor
has early onset Alzheimer's disease. The expected
feud between the starting QB (Troy) and Marcus is
woven into the fabric of Marcus's gradual realization
that Charlie has something seriously wrong with
his behavior. Readers are not able, consequently, to
dismiss Troy or his sister or even his father as bad
guys. The football portion is told with a true love for
the game, but the very serious warning is blended into
the story without fumbling.
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Sturtevant, Katherine. (2009). The Brothers Story.
New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux. 275 pp.
ISBN 978-0-374-30992-3 (Hardcover); $16.99.
In the coldest winter in England's history, Kit and
Christy are desperately scratching to eat, stay warm,
and survive. His younger brother, Michael, has
already died, and his mother has sent him begging.
Surviving for Kit may be a bit easier than for his twin
brother, Christy. Christy is developmentally disabled,
and we are in Essex in the year of our Lord 1683. Attitudes about disabilities were decidedly different. Kit
loves his brother and hates being responsible for him
at the same time. Finally Kit decides to abandon his
brother and take his chances in London Town. What
brings this book into the review spotlight, however,
is the fact that emotions about families, especially
twins, remain constant. Just how would a young boy
feel about abandoning his twin in the 17th century?
Younger readers will read this one as a survival story
(and don't be surprised to see readers don coats while
reading). Older readers and teachers may be even
more impressed with the exceptional attention to the
details of the Essex village, including its vernacular.
Sturtevant has crafted a book that respects its time
but still confronts readers with difficult and important
ethical considerations that are still relevant today.
This book has easy and obvious ties to history classrooms and is especially well placed in high school and
even middle school libraries.
Westerfeld, Scott. (2009). Leviathan. Illustrated
by Keith Thompson. New York: Simon and
Schuster/Simon Pulse. 440 pp. ISBN 978-14169-7173-3 (Hardcover); $19.99.
Steampunk is a term that is gaining momentum,
gathering steam, so to speak. It refers to books that
have a Victorian sensibility and a stripped-down
technology. We can see the gears and the inner
mechanisms at play. It is also, as Westerfeld states in
the author's note,
... as much about possible futures as
alternate pasts. It looks ahead to when
machines will look like living creatures,
and living creatures can be fabricated like
machines. And yet the setting also recalls
an earlier time in which the world was
divided into aristocrats and commoners,
and women in most countries couldn't join
the armed forces-or even vote. That's the
nature of steampunk, blending future and
past. (pp. 439-440).
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In this book we are on the verge of World War I. The
Leviathan is a whale constructed by the British Darwinists. It flies. The Germans have their "Clankers,"
which are steam powered metal robots. Alek's parents
have been killed, and Alek is in line to be the next
ruler of the Austo-Hungarian Empire, except that his
father has taken political steps to render his claim to
the thrown useless. Nevertheless, there are those who
wish him dead and those who wish to use his connections for their own selfish ends. Deryn is a commoner
in the British Air Service with an extremely dangerous secret-she is a girl. The vicissitudes of world
war draw these two together onto the Leviathan for
an adventure that will be continued in the next book.
This book reminds me of the Printz honor winning
title, Airborn by Kenneth Oppel and it may well follow
Airborn to the Printz circle this January. It is my
favorite adventure story this year-as much for its
inventive (yet plausible) looks into the future and the
questions it asks readers of their own past and the
future that history shapes. The excellent, high quality, production value of this book is worth noting. Buy
this one for all middle school and high school libraries
and watch for the next book.

Look for these two coming in 2010
Ryan, Pam Munoz. (2010). The Dreamer. New York:
Scholastic Press. 373 pp. ISBN 978-0-43926970-4 (Hardback); $1 7 .99 (reviewed from
galley copy).
Neftali, as the title informs, is a dreamer. Frustrated
by numbers, especially the lazy zeroes and nines that
stay stuck to the page, Neftali lives in fear of his father.
His brother Rodolfo has had all his music driven away
from him by Father who calls it useless noise. Father
rails at Neftali for his incessant daydreaming. Father
works for the railroad and is determined that his
children will not struggle as he did, even if it takes
abusive measures like forcing his children to learn to
swim in the cold, wild ocean. If they are toughened up,
they will be able to survive. He does not want skinny,
weakling children. He wants physically strong children
who grow up to study useful things like business and
medicine. It is Neftali's stepmother, Mamadre who fills
Neftali with stories and dreams. Eventually, with the
help of his uncle Orlando, Neftali begins working at
a press, where he begins to make a name for himself
with his writing. This, however, is Chile and the
political situation is beginning to take turns for the
worse. Such is the life of young Pablo Neruda. Using
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Neruda's The Book of Questions as the inspiration for
the story structure, Ryan has a gorgeous book that is
her best writing to date (and her earlier work is award
winning). The language is magical, and it rests upon
a very real, often sad story. A testament to the power
of language, The Dreamer is certain to garner honored
spots on lists, starred reviews, and awards in January
2011. This book is appropriate in elementary school
libraries, middle school libraries, and even high school
libraries (although high school readers will certainly
notice the increased font size, the reduced text on the
page, and the illustrations).

Erskine, Katherine. (2010). Mockingbird. New York:
Penguin/Philomel. 340 pp. ISBN 978-0-39925264-8 (Hardcover); $15.99.
Caitlin is 10 and has Asperger's syndrome, and her
brother has been murdered. Black and white is easy.
Caitlin, however, must figure out how to bring color
and closure and other hard things into her life. I am
a sucker for books told from the Asperger's/Autistic
spectrum. The Museum of Science and Industry in
Chicago has an exhibit that allows visitors to see the
skin on their hands and arms magnified exponentially.
Mockingbird does the same sort of thing, but with
concepts like, "friends" or "closure." Too often we read a
word like "empathy" and we just assume that we know
what that word means without bothering to explore the
meaning up close and magnified. Erskine follows the
structure of To Kill a Mockingbird (the movie) in subtle
ways. Like Caitlin who has to navigate the conflicting
meanings of things like smiles, especially when people
do not follow the facial expressions chart, readers
must discover that phrases like "Mission chest" have
layered meanings, as do the way words are capitalized.
When one does a book featuring Autistic/Asperger's the
details must be right. They match what I have read
and experienced. Caitlin draws a picture of the middle
school art teacher but does not include his eyes (and
eye contact is a detail that she works on constantly
with Mrs. Brooks). Devon is working on his Eagle Scout
project, in which Scout was to play an important role.
We have the irritation of shirt tags and quarter-cut
oak. We have the capitalizations. The details of Caitlin's voice remain true throughout the book, and yet
Caitlin's growth, which stimulates her grieving father's
progress, seems entirely natural. Look for this one to
win awards and show up on all kinds of lists. Purchase
this one for high school libraries and place it in the
hands of anyone who loves exceptionally well-crafted
stories in which every word matters.
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Using the 7 Major Comprehension
Strategies to Make Reading and Writing
Connections
Do you want to help students understand and
use the reading/writing connection? Each
poster explains how the seven major comprehension strategies help readers and writers.
Includes posters, mini-posters, and bookmarks for teachers and students. ©2006, all
levels. $15.00

GLCE Flipcharts
The Michigan Department of Education
Grade Level Content Expectations for English Language Arts in three grade-level cluster flipcharts! The GLCEs are presented in a
cross-grade format for grades K-2, grades
3-5, and grades 6-8.
K-2 Flipchart $4.00
3-5 Flipchart $4.00
6-8 Flipchart $4.00

BOOKMARKS

HSCE Flipchart
The High School Content Expectations flipchart contains the English Language Arts
component of the Michigan Merit Curriculum. This handy reference features the four
strands of standards and
expectations for grades 9-12. $4.00

Content Area Bookmarks
Effective reading strategies at your fingertips
- just tuck these information-packed cards
into your lesson plan book for practical easyto-use techniques. © 1991, K-12. $6.00
Content Area Bookmarks 11
More learning and thinking strategies to
enhance effective content area teaching.
Designed to illustrate how to put current
research into instructional practice. © 1998,
K-12. $8.00
Special!
Content Area Bookmarks I & II
Set of each of the above strategies. $12.00

Literacy Connections - Effective Strategies
that Work Bookmarks
Help your students make connections in
comprehension, metacognition, study skills,
vocabulary, fluency and word identification
with these learning and thinking bookmarks.
©2002, K-12. $9.00

The ABC's of Reading Strategies for
Volunteers
A quick "how-to" guide for volunteers and
tutors. Designed for the layman, this flipchart
offers a variety of ideas to help your volunteers and tutors be more effective and informed. $3.00
Teaching Literacy to ESL Students:
Research and Best Practice
This flipchart presents researched information about teaching ESL students along with
ideas for classroom application. Areas
include the goals of reading, self concept,
scaffolds, cooperative grouping, authentic
assessment, materials, and family support.
The Michigan definition of reading, a glossary, and an extensive bibliography are also
included. ©2000. $3.00
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Please send order form and payment to:
Michigan Reading Association
668 Three Mile Rd NW
Grand Rapids, MI 49544

BOOKLETS
NEW! Ten Reading Strategies to
Promote Understanding of Responsible
Citizenship in the Social Studies
The research-based reading strategies in
this booklet support deep comprehension
of the grand themes of social studies. The
reading strategies may be used flexibly
to meet students' learning needs, help
students better understand texts, and align
with the MDE Social Studies Content
Expectations. ©2009. $6.00
NEW! Recipes for Readers from
Michigan's Authors and Illustrators
You can't help but smile as you thumb
through the pages! This cookbook is a
delightful collection of recipes and stories
contributed by over 40 authors and illustrators from our home state. An enjoyable
opportunity for real-world reading! $12.50

Writing Intention: Prompting
Professional Learning through Student
Work
What is the best way to teach writing? This
NWP-Ml/MRA collaboration, written by
teacher writers, features best practices in
writing instruction. Includes discussion
questions - perfect prompts for professional
dialogue! ©2007. $12.00
Michigan's Educational Assessments:
Preparation and Best Practices
Getting ready for MEAP or MME? This
guide for teachers, assessment coordinators,
and administrators suggests fair, appropriate, and ethical preparation. ©2006. $3.00
Writing to Learn Handbooks for Social
Studies, Science, & Math
These teacher-friendly handbooks include
activities designed to improve student writing, thinking, and learning in Mathematics,
Science, and Social Studies. ©2001. $12.00
Kaleidoscope 2009
This collection of more than l 00 prizewinning writings by Michigan's young
authors may be shared with students.
New every year!
2009 Kaleidoscope $9.50

Place online orders at: www.michiganreading.org
(Please call MRA at 800-672-7323 if you have difficulties
submitting your order online. Thank you!)

OUANTITY

TITLE OF PUBLICATION

By law we are required to charge sales tax. If you are a tax-exempt organization,
please provide documentation with your order.

*If your organization is paying with a purchase order, you must provide a copy of
the PO with the order form.

PRICE

Subtotal
Sales Tax: ADD 6%
Shipping & handling:
ADD 10% of subtotal plus S1.00

TOTAL
Company/Institution:----------------------------------------Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

City, State, Zip Code: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

•

Method of Payment:
CHECK (payable to Michigan Reading Association
PURCHASE ORDER*
To protect your privacy, we are now accepting MasterCard, VISA and Discover purchases online only at www.michiganreading.org.
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